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Welcome



Literacy New York Greater Capital Region, locally known as Literacy Volunteers of America, we change lives and build community by strengthening literacy skills through learner centered education. We provide the literacy tools needed to encourage and achieve personal and economic growth and independence.

One out of five adults in our region cannot read a map, fill out a job application, or follow directions on a medicine bottle. This means that more than 55,000 adults in our five county service area read or write below a fifth grade level.

Every day, more and more learners seek us out as they strive to improve their ways of life, increase their confidence, and concentrate on becoming more integrated into their communities.

Literacy In the News

Symphony Space Actors Read Literacy Student’s Stories (with video)
Literacy Students Enrich Community with Culture and Diversity at Art Show
CBS Sunday Morning’s Battling the Scourge of Illiteracy

Free Literacy Resources

Family Literacy Learning
ProLiteracy’s Online Learning for Learners and Tutors




Programs

Literacy New York Greater Capital Region provides confidential instruction by trained staff and volunteers. Our free educational services include: basic literacy instruction in reading, writing and math; ELL (English Language Learning) tutoring and conversation groups; and preparation for the GED and citizenship exams.

Tutors and learners meet at mutually agreed upon times in public locations such as libraries and coffee shops. Our service area covers more than 3,500 square miles in Albany, Saratoga, Schenectady, Warren, and Washington Counties. (Click on our contact page to find a site coordinator and office location near you.)

Individuals and groups can Literacy New York Greater Capital Region to learn about volunteer opportunities.

Useful Resources

This exceptional admission essay writing service delivers outstanding results. It houses an expert team of experienced professionals who customize each piece to meet specific needs, providing unique, plagiarism-free, and compelling narratives. Clients reap the benefits of prompt delivery, flawless grammar, and profound comprehension of admission committee expectations. It's truly a trusted ally in academic pursuits.

Essay services provide valuable aid to students navigating academic challenges. By supplying customized content and comprehensive research, they aid in fostering a deep understanding of complex topics. Particularly, one exceptional platform stands out, boasting a highly skilled team of philosophy essay writer. This service upholds academic integrity while ensuring assignments are completed proficiently and within stringent deadlines. Not just a convenience, but a tool to help learners unlock their full potential. It’s user-friendly, facilitating a seamless interface between students and subject experts. Whether grappling with Socratic paradoxes or Kantian ethics, you'll find your go-to resource here.

Essay writing services are an increasingly popular tool for students. With a team of professional essay writer at their disposal, these services craft customized, high-quality essays based on each student's requirements. One of the primary benefits is the relief it offers students from the immense academic workload, providing them with more time to grasp their course material thoroughly. .

As I sat in my room, surrounded by stacks of books and a looming deadline, I couldn't help but think, "Who can do my book report for me?" The weight of the assignment hung over me like a dark cloud, and I knew I needed help.
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What’s Happening

	No events
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